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Annexe 49 : Le rapport de Michaël Hourigan, enquêteur du TPIR, à la procureure 
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49.2 Note de présentation (Nick McKenzie) 
�

www.theage.com.au 

Uncovering Rwanda's secrets 

Nick McKenzie 

February 10, 2007 

Latest related coverage 

* UN 'shut down' Rwanda probe 

« MICHAEL Hourigan reviewed his orders as the car pulled into Rwanda's main airport. He 
had finished a memo on the intelligence gathered by his Rwandan war crimes investigation 
team. Check. He had saved it onto a disk placed in a secure UN diplomatic bag. Check. He 
had ordered his investigators to leave Rwanda. Check. 

For the Australian policeman-turned-lawyer, everything appeared to be going smoothly. 

But airports are unreliable places and the bullet-scarred Kigali terminal in the African state of 
Rwanda was no exception. As Hourigan prepared to board his plane, he was approached by 
the flight manager. "You cannot board this flight, Mr Hourigan. I am afraid it is already full." 

It is early 1997. Just days before, Hourigan has used a secure phone in the US embassy to 
brief the head of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), Judge Louise 
Arbour, about his team's discovery. They have obtained incendiary information linking the 
Tutsi rebel leader and now Rwandan President Paul Kagame to the incident precipitating the 
Rwandan genocide — the shooting down in April 1994 of a plane carrying Rwandan 
president Juvenal Habyarimana and the president of Burundi, Cyprien Ntaryamira. 

Hours after the crash, extremists from the Hutu ethnic group begin slaughtering ethnic Tutsis 
and moderate members of their own clan, unleashing one of the most notorious massacres of 
the late 20th century. 

Hourigan's four-page memo summarises what three informants have told his UN investigators 
about Kagame's role in the attack. Until now, that memo has never been made public. 

But last November, almost a decade after Hourigan writes the memo, claims that Kagame is 
behind the plane crash make international headlines. The claims are made by French anti-
terror judge Jean-Louis Brugiere, who finds Kagame and his aides responsible for the attack. 

Brugiere's findings follow years of speculation about the existence of Hourigan's memo and 
what happened to his original investigation. The French case confirms the central claims in 
Hourigan's memo. It raises questions about why the UN cut short Hourigan's inquiry and, 
once again, highlights the organisation's failure to deliver justice. 

A decade later, Hourigan still feels bitterly let down by that failure to act. "To this day, there 
has been a decisive effort by the UN not to investigate the plane crash," he says during an 
interview with The Age this week. 
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Back in 1997 at Kigali airport, Hourigan's only focus is getting on the UN-chartered plane. 
When he is told to return the next day, Hourigan's escort, a senior UN security officer, steps 
in. "I have been directed by the Secretary-General to get this man on the plane. If you treasure 
your job, you will make it happen." 

Minutes later, Hourigan is bracing for take-off, bound for The Hague. He has no idea that 
within 48 hours, his investigation will be over and he will quit his job. 

Michael Hourigan never intended to work in Africa. After a decade policing in Adelaide, and 
a brief stint as a public prosecutor, some former colleagues ask him to join them as 
investigators with the International Criminal Tribunal in Yugoslavia. It has been set up to 
prosecute war criminals involved in the Balkans conflict. Hourigan applies but is told there 
are too many English speakers. There are, however, jobs going in Rwanda. 

Hourigan's knowledge of Rwanda is limited to CNN reports of the genocide and the film 
Gorillas in the Mist. Back then, he says he was no bleeding heart. However, Rwanda 
perceptibly changed Hourigan, sharpening his drive for justice and human rights. He later 
worked in Washington for a US Democratic congresswoman and has a photo of Bobby 
Kennedy as his screen saver. 

Before Rwanda, Hourigan was more of a "garden variety Liberal". He is attracted to the ICTR 
because it promises complex investigations, and Hourigan loves to investigate. 

He touches down in Rwanda on April 6, 1996. It is the second anniversary of the 100-day 
genocide in which extremist Hutus slaughter up to a million Tutsis and moderate Hutus while 
the international community sits on its hands. The genocide ends in mid-July when Kagame's 
Rwandan Patriotic Front seizes control of Kigali. 

"There was great tension, a great dislike of white people and UN people. And I arrived there 
as a white male in my mid-30s with a UN passport," Hourigan recalls. "My first day, I was 
just wide-eyed. You could smell the sewage and see the suffering." 

The ICTR is set up by the UN Security Council at the end of 1994 to prosecute the genocide's 
leaders and investigate breaches of international humanitarian law. Hourigan is appointed 
leader of "The National Team". It is made up of police from Africa, the US, Canada and 
Europe. Hourigan's commander is Jim Lyons, a former senior anti-terror FBI agent who led 
crime scene investigations at the first World Trade Centre bombing. 

The National Team has three core tasks: to investigate the Presidential Guard members who 
murdered Rwanda's intelligentsia; to investigate the political and military leaders behind the 
extermination programs; and to investigate the plane crash that kills the two presidents and 
triggers the genocide. 

The earliest and most widely held theory blames Hutu extremists for shooting down the plane, 
over anger at the peace talks between Hutu and Tutsi leaders in Arusha, Tanzania. But some 
point the finger at Tutsi rebel leader Paul Kagame, claiming he is upset by the progress of the 
talks and knows the upheaval sparked by the plane crash will legitimise his invasion and 
begin his march to power. 

In 2000, Kagame becomes president. 

Foreign powers are also linked to the downing of the presidential jet. Rwanda's leaders have 
long counted on allegiances with external forces. The governing Hutu regime is in the Franco-
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Belgian camp. Kagame, whose military career includes a stint in the US, looks to his Anglo-
US supporters. After he wins power, the national language is changed from French to English. 

It is in this messy geopolitical setting that Hourigan's team begin investigating. 

"The ICTR had been pressured (by Rwanda and other countries) not to investigate the crash," 
Hourigan says. "I thought it was a time for the UN to step up to the plate and discover the 
truth about a major event. It would set a benchmark for reliability and transparency." 

HOURIGAN models his team on a domestic police force. Investigators liaise closely with 
prosecutors to build cases. The crimes under scrutiny, of course, are far from ordinary. Death 
is everywhere and on an unimaginable scale. "I remember doing crime scene work on a 
church where there had been a slaughter. There were still bodies there. It struck me as so sad 
that so much of the killing in Rwanda happened around the churches and the schools," he 
says. 

The National Team is quickly met with a reluctance from key overseas and regional players to 
offer assistance. Foreign intelligence services share nothing. After several months, Hourigan 
and his team are well versed in the rumours about the crash. What they needed is a break. It 
comes with a knock in the night. 

"I was in Kigali. It was late one evening. One of my investigators came to me with 
information that he had met with a source," Hourigan says. A short time later, another source 
comes forward. And then a third. 

"In the next 24 hours, they gave quite incredible information about the rocket attack. We had 
received lots of information about possible causes, but this was the most detailed, accurate 
and timely about one target: President Kagame and his administration." 

Hourigan's memo summarises the informant's claims. Two of them were serving members of 
Kagame's military regime. All three claim to be existing or former members of a covert attack 
team called "the network". 

The memo states: "Sources advise that the former RPF, now known as the RGF, has within it 
a cell of elite soldiers who are activated and deactivated from time to time to conduct special 
operations. 

"One such operation was the successful rocket attack upon President Habyarimana in 1994. 
According to the sources, this group was advised to put in place a contingency plan to 
eliminate President Habyarimana on or about (March 15, 1994) as the Arusha talks were not 
progressing to the extent hoped and anticipated. 

"Their assignment consisted of setting up five deployment points, two in Kigali and three 
around the airport perimeter. 

"The sources have all confirmed that 'the network' under the command of General Paul 
Kagame planned and executed the rocket attack." 

Hourigan treats the information warily. "We kept an open mind. But (we had contact) with 
one man who said he was one of the rocket firers. That he was responsible for firing one of 
the SAM missiles that brought the plane down. 

"It (their information) was so detailed and named so many people that it could quickly be 
discarded or corroborated." 
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Hourigan knows he has to act fast. The UN has a poor record of protecting its informers. 

"People in that part of the world with precious information have use-by dates," Hourigan, who 
never knew exactly why the sources came forward, says. "Maybe they realised they had a use-
by date and that they would be murdered. They wanted help with their families and to be 
removed from Rwanda and protected." 

Hourigan's commander, Jim Lyons, arranges a phone briefing with Arbour. The call takes 
place in the US embassy in Kigali on a "secure" US embassy line. Later, Hourigan will rue 
the call. 

"I never realised that we may be compromising the investigation. I didn't understand the 
politics of the region. I didn't realise that Paul Kagame had been trained by the US, supported 
by the US. I thought that we were keeping the call discrete from the French and the Belgians. 
I never thought of the US. It was a blunder." 

But on the other end of the phone, Arbour sounds excited. 

"She said it corroborated some other information she had just received. She was concerned 
about our safety and the security of the information." 

A few days later, Hourigan flies out of Kigali airport, bound for The Hague. 

He has no idea that the fate of his investigation is most likely already decided. 

Arbour is one of the more prominent residents in a city that promotes itself as the "centre of 
international justice and peace". The former ICTR chief and Canadian Supreme Court judge 
is now the UN's Human Rights Commissioner. The role demands a public presence. 

But Hourigan says he is still waiting for her to publicly explain why she told him to shut 
down the plane crash investigation in early 1997 after he handed her his memo. 

Arbour's version of these events is not known, despite efforts by this newspaper to secure 
them. Her spokesman did not return questions emailed by The Age. 

Hourigan offers his version of the events with fearsome clarity: "She was aggressive and 
negative. She had done a 180-degree turn. She effectively told me that my inquiry was at an 
end." 

Hourigan says Arbour claims his team exceeded its jurisdiction, a point he still disputes. He 
insists the crash is well within the ICTR's mandate. 

"I was speechless. I thought about all I had seen and done in the tribunal and learning about 
the UN's complicity in the genocide. I couldn't believe that we as a tribunal were being 
compromised as well. It gutted me. I had put a year and a half of my life into this and my 
team had risked their lives and our informers had risked their lives to tell this story. And it 
was going to be swept under a rug. I couldn't believe it." 

In the city of justice and peace, Hourigan decides to quit the ICTR. 

After a further six-month secondment with the UN's oversight office in New York — where 
he creates a second memo outlining his frustrations with the UN in Rwanda — he resigns. He 
has never found out what happened to his team's three informants. 

YET, in the ways of these tangled stories, all is not lost. 
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In France, a revolver-toting anti-terror judge who earned his reputation prosecuting terrorist 
Carlos the Jackal also has an interest in the events of April 6, 1994, as the shot-down plane's 
air crew are French nationals. 

Hourigan has never heard of Bruguiere. The judge is similarly unaware of Hourigan until 
March 2000, when a Canadian newspaper reveals details of Hourigan's struggle. According to 
a senior French source, the fact that the UN kept secret Hourigan's documents "fuelled our 
interest". So, too, does the UN's refusal to hand the documents over to the French. 

Hourigan has no such qualms. After a call from Paris he, once again, boards an international 
flight. At Charles de Gaulle Airport, four men in black suits and dark glasses drive Hourigan 
to Bruguiere's chambers, where he tells his story. 

It will take until late November last year for Brugiere to issue indictments for several of 
Kagame's aides. The judge's brief includes testimony from several former military figures, 
linking Kagame to the attack. 

Kagame has dismissed Brugiere's investigation, claiming it is driven by France's anger at 
losing its influence in Rwanda. "It is a political process," he tells the BBC. 

Hourigan understands the wariness about France's agenda. "But I welcome what the French 
have done for nothing else but that it is done." 

Kagame's aides can only be arrested if they enter a country with which France has an 
extradition treaty. Kagame is protected from state prosecution because of his head-of-state 
status. Only the ICTR has the power to hold him to account. 

Despite several major prosecutions, Hourigan views the tribunal as a failure. Many suspects 
have not been held to account. Rwanda remains a deeply divided country. 

"If there was a political will internationally, Kagame could be prosecuted," he says. "That is 
what is missing. It is not the lack of evidence or witnesses or ability to uncover the story." » 

Nick McKenzie is an Age investigative reporter. 

Copyright © 2007. The Age Company Ltd. 
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49.3 Affidavit de Michaël Hourigan 
 

THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA 

ARUSHA TANZANIA 
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Date of document: 27 November 2006 

 

Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff by: Michael Hourigan  
 Carrington House  
 61-63 Carrington Street 
 Adelaide South Austrlia 5000 
 AUSTRALIA 
 Ph: (08) 8237 0584 

 Mobile: 0415 668 732 
 Fax: (08) 8237 0555 

 Email: mikehourigan@gmail.com 

  

Date and time of filing or transmission:    27 November 2006 
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AFFIDAVIT 

 

 

I, MICHAEL ANDREW HOURIGAN Lawyer of 61-63 Carrington Street Adelaide 5000 in 
the State of South Australia Solicitor MAKE OATH AND SAY as follows: 

 

1 I am a qualified legal practitioner in the State of South Australia. I was also a former 
police detective before completing a law degree in 1995 after which time I took up a 
post as a Crown Prosecutor with the Director of Public Prosecutions (D.P.P. 
Adelaide). 

 
2 In April, 1996 I left the D.P.P. in Adelaide and took up a position as an investigator 

with the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. 
 
3 Soon after my arrival in Rwanda I was put made a team leader in charge of a team 

consisting of about 20 members and the team was to be known as ‘the National 
Team’. 

 
4 I was directed by Judge Richard Goldstone (the then Chief Prosecutor) and Judge 

Honoré Rakotomana (the then ICTR Prosecutor) and Mr. Alphonse Breau (the then 
Director of Investigations) to focus my teams investigations on the following matters:- 

 
4.1. Investigate the criminal conduct of Colonel Theoneste Bagosora and then 

locate and arrest him; 
4.2. Investigate the criminal conduct of Colonel Anatole Nsengiyumva and then 

locate and arrest him; 
4.3. Investigate the murder of thousands of Rwandan elite in the first days of the 

genocide by the Rwandan Presidential. 
4.4. Identify the person(s) responsible for the fatal rocket attack on 6 April 1994 

killing President Habyarimana and all others on board; 
 
5 Together with my investigators we conducted investigations into these matters 

throughout the next year. During the course of 1996 I was called upon to brief Judge 
Goldstone and then his replacement Judge Louise Arbour and other senior prosecutors 
on the progress of our investigations into Bagosora, Nsengiyumva, the Presidential 
Guard and the rocket attack upon President Habyarimana’s aircraft. 

 
6 At no time did Judge Goldstone, Judge Arbour or any other member of the ICTR ever 

indicate to me that our investigations into the downing of the President Habyrimana’s 
aircraft were outside the ICTR mandate. On the contrary, it was made clear to me that 
our investigations into the rocket attack upon the President’s aircraft was an act of 
international terrorism which clearly fell within the ICTR statute Article 4 Violations 
of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions:- 
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Article 4: Violations of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of 
Additional Protocol II  

The International Tribunal for Rwanda shall have the power to prosecute persons 
committing or ordering to be committed serious violations of Article 3 common to the 
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 for the Protection of War Victims, and of 
Additional Protocol II thereto of 8 June 1977. These violations shall include, but shall 
not be limited to: 

a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular 
murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation or any form of corporal 
punishment; 

b) 

c) 

d) Acts of terrorism; 

e)  

f)  

g)  

h)  

7 I am pleased to say that the National Team was successful and we achieved the 
following results:- 
7.1. Located, arrested and charged Colonel Theoneste Bagosora with Genocide and 

Crimes Against Humanity; 
7.2. Located, arrested and charged Colonel Anatole Nsengiyumva Genocide and 

Crimes Against Humanity; 
7.3. Gathered evidence against senior members of the Presidential Guard in relation 

to the killing of key Rwandan citizens, including but not limited to, UNAMIR-
protected VIPS  Justice Joseph Kavaruganda, (President of the Constitutional 
Court) and Vice President  Lando Ndasingwa (the head of the Parti liberal); 

7.4. In late January or early February 1997 members of the National Team were 
approached by three (3) informants (either former or serving member of the 
R.P.F.) claiming direct involvement in the 1994 fatal rocket attack upon the 
President’s aircraft. Their evidence specifically implicated the direct 
involvement of President Paul Kagame, members of his administration and 
military. The informants also advised that the Kagame administration was 
actively involved in covert operations aimed at murdering high profile 
expatriate Rwandans – once such murder was the death of Seth Sedashonga in 
Nairobi. 
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8 With respect to the highly sensitive information from the three informants regarding 

the plane crash I immediately informed my Commander Jim Lyons. My Director Mr. 
Alphonse Breau was out of the country and I arranged for him to be told by telephone. 

 
9 The information from the sources was very detailed and seemed very credible. I was 

very concerned about the sensitivity of the information and arranged for an urgent 
‘secure’ telephone call to Judge Arbour. 

 
10 Commander Jim Lyons and I attended at the US Embassy in Kigali and I made a call 

to Judge Arbour at the US Embassy in the Hague using an encrypted (‘secure’) STU 
III telephone. I informed Judge Arbour in considerable detail about the information 
implicating President Kagame. She was excited by the break through and advised me 
that the information corroborated some other information she had just learnt from 
Alison Des Forge the week before. At no time did she suggest that our investigations 
were improper. On the contrary, I would describe her mood as upbeat and excited that 
at last we were making significant progress into the events surrounding the plane 
crash. 

 
11 Judge Arbour was concerned about the safety of the informants and my men. I advised 

her that the informants’ identities had been kept secure and if she so directed me I 
would arrange for my investigators involved in the plane crash to leave Rwanda. She 
directed that my investigators should leave and I agreed to have them travel from the 
country on suitable inquiries in Nairobi. As for me I declined to leave Rwanda and 
advised her that I wanted to stay with my team and assist them complete other 
important investigations. She consented to this  but asked me to keep in touch with her 
while she considered what to do with this sensitive information. 

 
12 During the next week I was directed by senior members of the UN in Kigali that I was 

required to travel to the ICTY in the Hague in order to meet with Judge Arbour and 
brief on her on our investigations in the rocket attack upon President Habyarimana’s 
aircraft. 

 
13 Some days later I was approached at the ICTR headquarters in Kigali by Mr. Michael 

Hall, UN Deputy Security (NY). He advised me that I would be flying to Arusha the 
next day on the ICTR aircraft and from there board an international KLM flight to 
Amsterdam. Mr. Hall asked me to give him any information that I had on air crash and 
he would convey it to the airport in a UN diplomatic pouch. I then gave Mr. Hall a 
single floppy disc containing a memorandum I had prepared for Judge Arbour. 

 
14 The next day Mr. Hall conveyed me to the Kigali airport where I checked in for the 

UN flight. There Mr. Hall and I were told that the flight was overbooked and that I 
could not to Arusha. Mr. Hall became agitated and told the UN flight officer that the 
UN Secretary General Mr. Kofi Annan had personally ordered my attendance in 
Arusha for an international connection the next day. As a consequence I was given a 
seat on the UN flight and flew to Arusha. 

 
15 The next day I flew to the Hague and over-nighted in a hotel near the ICTY. 
 
16 The following morning I met with Mr. Al Breau and briefed him on the information 
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concerning the plane crash. Together we discussed forming a special ICTR 
investigations unit based outside of Kigali to investigate the plane crash. 

 
17 Following breakfast Mr. Breau and I attended at the ICTY and met with Judge Arbour. 

Also present was Mr. Mohammed Othman, Acting ICTR Prosecutor. 
 
18 I briefed Judge Arbour on the informants and their information regarding the 

involvement of President Kagame and members of the RPF in the downing of 
President Habyrimana’s aircraft. 

 
19 I presented her with a copy of a memo I had prepared entitled ‘Secret National Team 

Inquiry – Internal Memorandum’ and this document which is undated is attached to 
this statement. This document detailed the information provided by the three 
informants. 

 
20 To my surprise Judge Arbour was aggressive and questioned me about the source of 

the information regarding the informants and the quality and potential reliability of 
their information. I advised her that the information was given to me by members from 
my team - the National Team. Those members were Amadou Deme and Peter 
Dnistriansky. I advised her that I held both investigators in the highest regard. I did 
say that I was not able to provide any advice as to the reliability of their information as 
it had not been tested. However, I did suggest that it was very detailed and this is itself 
meant that it could be subjected to considerable forensic examination.  

 
21 Mr. Al Breau also expressed his strong view that both Amadou Deme and Peter 

Dnistrianksy were highly effective and reliable men. 
 
22 Judge Arbour then advised me that the National Team investigation was at an end 

because in her view it was not in our mandate. She suggested that the ICTR’s mandate 
only extended to events within the genocide, which in her view began ‘after’ the plane 
crash. 

 
23 I was astounded at this statement. I pointed to the temporal mandate of the ICTR being 

1 January 1994 until 31 December 1994 and this clearly covered the time of the plane 
crash. I also addressed the ‘terrorism’ and ‘murder’ provisions of the ICTR statute.  

 
24 More particularly I also told her that this was the first time she had ever suggested that 

this was outside the ICTR mandate. I reminded her that I had personally briefed her 
before about our investigations  into the plane crash and that she had never ever 
expressed a view that this matter should be part of an ICTR inquiry. 

 
25 I expressed my strong view to her that these Rwandan informants were courageous 

and were deserving of our protection. I cautioned her that the UN had a history of 
abandoning informants in Rwanda and I specifically reminded her of the UN’s 
abandonment of Jean Pierre Turatsinze in 1994. 

 
26 Judge then became hostile and asked me if I was challenging her authority to direct to 

end our investigations into the plane crash. 
 
27 I told her that I was not questioning her authority only her judgement. I informed her 
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that I was her servant and I would obey her direction. 
 
28 Judge Arbour then asked me if the memo that I had prepared for her was the only 

copy. I told her that it was and she said she was pleased to hear that and placed in her 
office filing cabinet. 

 
29 She then asked me to leave the room. 
 
30 I was extremely concerned at Judge Arbour’s decision and felt that it was wrong both 

in law and policy. 
 
31 I returned to Kigali and a short time later resigned from the ICTR. 
 
32 After my resignation from the ICTR I was offered a position as an investigator with 

the UN’s Office of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) in New York. Soon after 
taking up my appointment I was asked to provide OIOS  investigators investigating 
corruption within the ICTR with a statement re my service in Rwanda for the ICTR. 

 
33 On 1 August 1997 I prepared an internal memorandum detailing various issues which 

I felt lay behind some of the difficulties with the ICTR. A copy of this memorandum is 
attached here. 

 
34 The OIOS leadership were not at all interested in the memorandum and they expressed 

their concern at some of the contents of the document implicating the Secretary 
General in some of the serious events in Rwanda in1994. 

 
35 I completed six months with OIOS and resigned. 
 
36 I feel that unknown persons from within the UN leadership and possibly elsewhere 

pressured Judge Arbour to end the National Team’s investigations into the shooting 
down of President Habyarimana. 

 
37 Following my resignation my National Team was dismembered – the National Team 

investigations into the plane crash were brought to an end. 
 
38 I have suffered at the hands of Judge Arbour and the UN because my career with the 

ICTR was brought to an untimely and ignominious end. I was proud of serving with 
the ICTR but I felt that I could not work for Judge Arbour when, in my view, she 
acted for personal reasons against the interests of the ICTR, the UN and world 
community which we served. 

 
39 I know the facts deposed to herein to be true of my own knowledge, information and 

belief except where otherwise plainly appears.  
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SWORN by the above named Deponent 

at Adelaide South Australia on the       day of 
November 2006 

 

Before me: 

 

……………………………………………. 

) 

) ………………………..……………. 

) Signature of Deponent 
) 
) 
) 

 

 

 

 

 


